• Mason Awarded $500,000 Grant for Cyber Security Education Research - https://www2.gmu.edu/news/3523

• Mason Staff Senate Selects Outstanding Supervisor Award Recipients - https://www2.gmu.edu/news/1535

• Mason Team to Partner with IBM on Research - https://volgenau.gmu.edu/news/176606

• Cybersecurity researchers receive $1.5M DARPA funding to secure internet-connected devices - https://volgenau.gmu.edu/news/250986


• Mason Teams with Vencore to Help Agencies Beef up Cybersecurity - https://president.gmu.edu/mason-teams-with-vencore-to-help-agencies-beef-up-cybersecurity/

• Taking a Corner of the World - Entrepreneurship grows by leaps and bounds at Mason - http://spirit.gmu.edu/archives/winter06/entrepreneurial.html